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Abstract 
Security is one of the most significant and fundamental issue for data transmission in WSNs. DNA cryptography plays 
a very vital role in the areas of communications and data transmission. In DNA cryptography, biological DNA concept can be 
used not only to store data and information carrier, but also to perform computations. This paper is based on computation security 
using DNA cryptography. An algorithm is proposed that uses DNA cryptography with secure socket layer (SSL) for providing a 
secure channel with more secure exchange of information in wireless sensor networks. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprise an enormous number of small sensor nodes that send the collected 
information using the wireless channels. This sensor network is a heterogeneous system combining tiny sensors and 
actuators with computing elements. Most sensor networks consist of thousands of low power, less- cost nodes 
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deployed to monitor and affect the environment. WSNs have many applications such as traffic control, health 
monitoring and environment monitoring etc1, 2. Most of the applications of WSNs require secure transmission of 
information at both ends. Therefore security in WSNs is a critical issue because sensor nodes have limited storage 
and energy for processing. When these sensor nodes are deployed in any environment, the problem of secured 
sharing of keys between sensor nodes becomes an issue of consideration as sensor nodes are prone to various types 
of undesirable attacks 3, 4. To ensure security, encryption & authentication are the traditional approaches for 
transmission of data. The main issue here is how to transmit the data securely & to make the organization of secret 
keys for securing data among the communicating sensor nodes.  The secure socket layer (SSL) in wireless sensor 
networks resolves the problem of sharing of keys between tiny sensor nodes. Among the three basic schemes for key 
sharing, one is trusted server which anticipate the key agreement between sensor nodes e.g., Kerberos5. This scheme 
may not be suitable for sensor networks because there is usually no trusted infrastructure in these networks. In the 
second scheme, a key agreement is done using public key cryptography. This scheme may again have its limitations 
in sensor networks, because of computation overhead leading to more energy consumption which is undesirable in 
sensor networks. Also it is undesirable to use public key algorithms such as Diffie-Hellman key agreement 6, 7 due to 
man-in-the-middle attack as pointed out in 8. In the third type, the keys information is distributed among all sensor 
nodes before deploying in any environment 9.  The theme of the proposed strategy in this paper utilizes this concept 
of key distribution to ensure security at the first level where key exchange amongst the nodes has to be done. This 
paper proposes an enhancement to the key exchange methodology described in5 - 7.
Cryptography is an art of concealing the data and secures that data or information from various types of attacks. It 
is a technique of achieving the security by converting the original information or message into coded or unreadable 
form which is not interpreted by the third party10. The evolution of cryptography is attached to human intelligence 
and evaluation capacities. Biological computing (e.g. DNA computing) and traditional computing are two significant 
technologies that have been explored in literature. Recent researches have shown that DNA based cryptography is an 
attractive field which shows strong parallelism and incredible information density. DNA computing utilizes DNA 
base pairs for communication mode11.
In the light of above, a need to have a technology which is completely secure or having more protection than 
existing techniques is realized.  In this paper, a technique is proposed in which DNA cryptography with secure 
socket layer (SSL) are used for providing more secure channel with more secure exchange of information during 
communication and data transmission. 
2. DNA & DNA Cryptography 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is hereditary material for all living beings and carries the genetic information. 
DNA consists of two antiparallel biopolymer strands coiled around each other to form a double helix form. DNA is 
a prolong polymer of compact units called nucleotides. Each DNA strand is composed of four nucleobases: A 
(Adenine), G (Guanine), C (Cytosine) & T (Thymine) 12. The detail of any living thing is stored in DNA bases as 
shown in Fig.113.
In DNA cryptography, DNA base pairs are used as the information carrier. Big processing power of DNA chips 
make it more advanced technique as compared to other techniques which are being used. As a result of this, DNA 
chips bring forward a new hope for superseding to the current silicon chips in future, which may enhance computer 
data processing in an enormous fashion. As many traditional cryptographic algorithms (like DES, RSA etc.) have 
already been broken by many attackers, so need of more secure cryptographic techniques has emerged. DNA 
computing algorithms have already been proposed for cryptography issues 14-16. Many algorithms based on DNA 
cryptography have been designed which use symmetric & asymmetric keys for hiding the data 17-19. The main 
advantage of DNA cryptography is extraordinary storage capacity of DNA, low power consumption for computing 
and high processing time with remarkable performance. 
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Fig. 1 DNA Structure13
3. SSL 20, 21 
SSL is well-known Internet protocol which acts as a secure channel between two nodes. Since 1994, SSL has 
become the world’s most popular security protocol. SSL is having three versions: 2, 3 & 3.1. The most popular is 
version 3. SSL is basically used to exchange public keys & digital signature between two nodes in a secure manner. 
Thus both confidentiality & authentication services are offered by SSL. The general concept of SSL is shown in fig. 
2. 
Fig. 2. SSL Architecture 
4. Proposed work 
For providing the security in WSN, the key pairs (i.e. public & private key) are used in the proposed algorithm. 
For the generation of key pairs (encryption/decryption), RSA algorithm is used. As in WSN, the sensor nodes have 
tiny storage & low power, so key pairs & digital certificate are assigned to the sensor nodes initially before 
deploying them in any environment. After deploying sensor nodes, each sensor node has a public & private key pair 
& digital certificate itself. The exchange of public key and digital certificate between sensor nodes is done through 
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the secure channel (SSL) during communication process. In the proposed system security is achieved in three steps 
i.e. information, computation and biological. 
The encryption process is shown in Fig. 3 
Encryption: 
Step-1. The exchange of public key is done between two sensor nodes by using the secure socket layer protocol. 
Thus sensor nodes which want to communicate have public key of each other in a secure manner. 
Step-2. Now the original data is secured by applying computation security in the following steps: 
1) The plain text is converted into their ASCII values. 
2) These ASCII values are encrypted with the public key of another party that wants to communicate. 
3) The resulting data values are divided into groups of three digits. 
4) These combination of three digits strings are changed to base -4 conversions which yields the data in the 
form of 0, 1, 2 &3. 
5) The above values are converted into binary form. 
Step-3. In the last step by using the concept of biological DNA, binary values are changed into their DNA base 
equivalent like A,C,T & G (as per Table 1) and the data will be transmitted as a sequence of nucleotides. 
     Table 1. Nucleotide Bases 
Nucleotide  Binary Form  
A 00 
C 01 
G
T
10 
11 
Fig. 3. Encryption Process 
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5. Decryption 
      Decryption process is just reverse of the encryption process. Instead of encryption key recipient’s private key 
is used as a decryption key in step 2 of the above process. 
6. Comparison of propose DNA cryptography with SSL and other DNA cryptographic techniques 
DNA cryptography with SSL may be a better technique than other DNA techniques used for security in the 
sense that here, security is achieved in three steps. In the first step exchange of public key of sensor nodes is done by 
using the secure socket layer protocol (key information secure). Thus the problem of energy consumption by sensor 
nodes for generating key pairs and digital certificate (for authentication) has been resolved because distributed of 
this information among sensor nodes is done before deploying them in any environment. In the second step 
encryption is performed with recipient’s public key and finally in third step, with the use of the biological DNA 
concept, binary data is converted into DNA base equivalent. On the other hand previous techniques14-16 based on 
DNA cryptography provided security in two steps (computation as well as biological). Moreover in the proposed 
work seven security principles are achieved i.e. Authentication, integrity, confidentiality, Non-repudiation, Access 
control, availability & signature. Whereas in previous DNA cryptographic techniques only four security principles 
(Authentication, integrity, confidentiality & Non-repudiation) were achieved.  
                                    
7. Conclusion 
DNA cryptography is concealing the data in terms of DNA bases. This is done by using many DNA techniques. 
Here in this paper, the DNA concept for encryption with SSL protocol is used, which gives us three levels of 
security in WSN. In our proposed system the energy consumption problem for generating key pairs & generating 
certificates for sensor nodes are resolved to some extent by assigning key pairs & digital certificate before deploying 
sensor nodes in any environment. The public key & digital certificate sharing is done using the secure channel 
(SSL). Thus the computation overhead for sensor nodes for generating the keys may be reduced which may in turn 
reduce the computation time leading to energy efficiency in sensor nodes. It is anticipated that the solution proposed 
may provide promising results. An implementation of the algorithm is under process for both encryption and 
decryption.  
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